Questioner Form QF-A10 - How can I define my lock model - Series A Mortise Lock Case
center

Dear Customer:
The lock case could be different in backsets,
K)
lock functions, finishes etc. to integrate with
Faceplate
the different trim sets fitted. If you are not
sure the lock model of your application,
(J)
please compare your lock case with the
Deadbolt
drawing(right). If your lock case has the
same configurations x 4 as marked in red, Auxiliary
Bolt (small)
complete the queries from A to J. Fax or
email to us. Our CSR will help you to
Latch Bolt
figure out the correct lock model for you.
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Field Reversible -DO NOT OPEN
Warranty VOID if seal is broken
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Series #______________Checked:_______
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UL Listing File R12191 Single Point Lock
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On Square

Yes, my lock shows
the round buttons x 2
No, my lock does not
have buttons.

#2

KK

LL

(H)
Backset

Meassured from Faceplate
to the center of the cylinder, T
Turn or Knob / Lever / Handle

2" (50mm)
2-1/2" (64mm)

#3

HK

#4

#5

HL

HH

T Turn

2-3/4" (70mm)
3-1/2" (90mm)

Thumb
Piece

key

knob

On Diamond

H) Bsackset -

A) Lock style - select 1 of the 5
#1

G) Size/Fixing of Spindle/Hub
Measure the
7.0 mm
square steel bar
7.3 mm
holds Knob/Lever
8.0 mm
When installed the Spindle is:

E) Lock & Release buttons

11521 Salinaz Dr, Garden Grove,
CA 92843 USA
Tel:(714) 590 6969
Fax:(714) 590 6960
Email:Sales@batonlockusa.com

F) Series # (in red)
Yes, the series # is
______________________
Not available.

J) Finish/color of the
Deadbolt & Latch

Lever

Knob on both sides

Handle
Lever on both sides outside

Knob Handle
inside outside

Lever
inside Handle on both sides

B) Lock operation / function :
From inside, I open the door by Knob/Lever/Handle without withdrawing Deadbolt
From inside, I must withdraw the Deadbolt and then open the door by Knob/Lever

Brass color
Non-brass color

K) Finish/color of the
Faceplate
Brass

C) Special feature : ( Please check only if applicable )
Similar to Lock #_____, but does not have the lower Lock Button and Release Buttons

The number showed as:

My lock has special trim set up - outside =____________, inside =_____________

R12921

My lock is installed upside down - the Lever/Knob is located above the key cylinder

R14870

My lock has double cylinder - I use key to lock / unlock Deadbolt from either side

_____________

Except special functions, the lock case is
supplied with hand change menu for field-reversible. The lock
case can be shipped with handing set for your application if
ordered with handing specified. The hand of the door is always
determined from outside. Face the door and swing the door into
left side of the room to open is left-hand (LH); swing out to the
left to open is Left-Hand Reverse (LHR). Face the door and swing
the door into right side of the room is Right-Hand (RH); swing out
to the right side of the room is Right-Rand Reverse (RHR).

D) Door Handing:

Name:___________________________________________
Address:_________________________________________
________________________________________________
city__________________________ st____zip___________

inside
outside

inside
outside
RH Right Hand

LH Left Hand
inside
outside
LHR Left Hand
Reverse

inside
outside
RHR Right Hand
Reverse

Note:
Detailed lock functions, sizes and finishes etc can be
viewed from website. Click on "Baton Security
Products" once login to www.batonlockusa.com.
Select " download catalogues"; view from page A01
to A12 of "Series A Mortise Lock cases...." under the
section of "Decorative Door Hardware....."

Tel:______-_________________ Fax ______-_________________Email:___________________________________

